Teacher Evaluation Plan 2019-2020 Frequently Asked Questions
Question: What’s the difference between the touchpoints and the PLG action plan?
Answer: Touchpoints should highlight specific attributes of the CCT as a way to give your evaluator a more
complete view of your practice, while the action plan is a non-evaluative personal goal for the year.
Question: Can I collaborate with others on the PLG?
Answer: Yes! Many teachers will choose to find grade level or department colleagues to work with on their
PLG. Alternatively, you can work with your administrator to identify colleagues who have chosen the same
indicator you have in order to find someone to collaborate with.
Question: What are touchpoints? What counts as a touchpoint? What should I include?
Answer: The touchpoint review is a collection of evidence designed to provide a complete picture of your
practice for summative evaluation, include things that your administrator may not have observed in your
classroom. Your touchpoint review should include anything that you believe is evidence of effective teaching as
measured by the CCT rubrics. See the touchpoint list or sample touchpoint review for examples.
Question: Can I include elements from my PLG action plan into my touchpoint list?
Answer: The PLG action plan is designed to be non-evaluative. You may, however, choose to include
elements or artifacts from your action plan as touchpoints. For example, Domain 4 of the CCT includes
attributes focusing on professional growth and collaboration. Elements of your PLG action plan could be used
to provide evidence for these attributes.
Question: Where did the Domain 4 goal go?
Answer: There is no longer a seperate section for domain 4, although it could be incorporated into the
touchpoints in order to give your evaluator a more complete view of your practice.
Question: What are the restrictions on which domain of the CCT I can choose for my PLG?
Answer:
Non-Tenured 1 & 2 and Appraisal: Domain 1 or determined by administrator
Non-Tenured 3 & 4 and Tenured: Domain 3
Question: Where can I find an example of a PLG action plan or touchpoint list?
Answer: Touchpoint list, Sample of Action Plan
Question: Who should I contact if I have questions about teacher evaluation?
Answer: Your evaluator, building administration or PDEC members.
Question: Can I change my PLG or SLO throughout the year?
Answer: The Mid-Year Conference provides the opportunity for teachers and evaluators to reflect on progress
and mutually agree upon changes to the PLG and/or SLO if necessary.
Question: Why are there questions about my next year’s PLG at the End-of-Year Meeting?
Answer: There are questions about your next year’s PLG so you can begin thinking about what you may want
to focus on based on your experience this year.

Question: What version of the CCT are we using?
Answer: Depending on your role, you will be rated on either the CCT Rubric for Effective Teaching 2014 or the
CCT Rubric for Effective Service Delivery 2017.

